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Introduction
Upward fire spreading scenario is of importance for fire safety engineering owing to its faster spreading
rate than those of other scenarios. Some previous studies also discussed underlying heat transfer and
reported the wall heat fluxes in the flame spread phenomena [e.g. 1–4]. Orloff et al. [1] suggested that a
radiation contribution reached 75 to 80% of the total heat transfer above 76 cm. Singh and Gollner [3]
experimentally investigated local heat fluxes on laminar boundary layers over methanol, ethanol and poly
methyl methacrylate (PMMA). They found that the convective heat flux was nearly 85–90% of the total
heat flux; on the other hand, a radiation contribution was relatively minor in the laminar boundary layers.
Tsai [4] experimentally investigated an influence of a sample width on total heat flux. Total heat flux did
not vary clearly, whereas faster flame spreading with flame height was observed with a wider flame. In
spite of above progress, none of previous experimental and numerical studies reported the relative
magnitudes of individual heat flux components and their influence on flame spread, for which insight is
still lacking despite their significance as the driving force for flame spread. For instance, Ren et al. [5]
evaluated convective and radiative heat fluxes on wall fire scenarios; however, these are considered
different from flame spread scenarios. The present study is hence focused on a detailed analysis of
individual heat flux components and their effect on flame spread. The radiative heat fluxes owing to soot
and gases will be distinguished; the relative importance of radiative heat flux owing to soot on flame
spread will be discussed.

2

Method
A LES based FireFOAM solver [6] is used as a basic numerical framework. The methodology was written
in a previous study [7]; hence, modifications are explained following sections. The model parameters for
the gas and solid phases were also presented in reference [7].
Correspondence to: fukumoto@hfut.edu.cn
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Combustion model and reaction mechanisms

In this study, Chen et al.’s eddy dissipation concept model [8] was applied; they successfully validated the
model with several pool fire cases. The combustion model was further extended to consider laminarturbulent transition and finite reaction rates in previous studies [7,9]. Pyrolysed PMMA is treated as
methyl methacrylate with Tarrazo et al.’s irreversible single one-step chemistry model [10], which was
validated with non-premixed and premixed flame scenarios.

2.2

Soot and radiation treatments

The soot model is adopted from the development of Wang et al. [11] in this study. Their validation studies
with medium scale heptane and toluene pool fires achieved reasonably good agreement with the
measurements. The smoke point height of C5H8O2 was set to 0.105 following Tewarson’s study [12]. For
radiative heat transfer, the finite volume discrete ordinate method is used with the weighted sum of grey
gases model (WSGGM) of Smith et al. [13] for gas emissivity. The soot absorption coefficient arad,soot is
calculated as arad,soot = CsootfvT following a previous study [7].

2.3

Pyrolysis model for solid regions

The 1-D diffusion equation for sensible enthalpy with the Arrhenius type pyrolysis model suggested in a
previous study [7] is solved, and a description is properly presented in a previous study [7]. Furthermore,
Marinite was newly considered as an inert wall, giving realistic heat flux on it. The respective model
parameters for a marinite wall are: density ρsolid = 800 kg/m3 [14], heat conductivity λsolid = 0.1154 W/m/K
[14], heat capacity Cpsolid = 1110 J/kg/K [14], reflectivity rrad,solid = 0.02 (= 1 – αrad,solid), absorptivity αrad,solid
= 0.98 [3] and emissivity εrad,solid = 0.98. The model parameters for PMMA were presented in a previous
study [7], whereas λInter = λgas on a PMMA surface is used in order to keep consistency to estimate the
convective heat flux between marinite and PMMA, where λgas is estimated by the modified Eucken
equation [15].

Results
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Figure 3 Flame spreading

The large scale flame spread test of Liang et al. [2] was simulated. The authors recently validated the
predictions for the pyrolysis (xp) and flame (xf) heights, and total heat flux for this case [7]. The simulation
has been conducted in the present study to take into account the non-combustible wall region and extract
output for the individual heat fluxes. The specific dimensions in Fig. 1 are: H = 1.0 m, W = 0.304 m, d =
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0.01 m, xmax = 1.9 m, ymax = 0.7 m, zmax = 0.36 m, xa = 0.005 m and xb = 0.895 m. The first grid sizes from
the wall were set to y = 1 mm, x = 5 mm and z = 8 mm; these grid sizes were considered sufficient
because of a grid sensitivity study in a previous study [7]. In the solid region, the number of cells was set
to 70 uniformly in the direction along the depth. The marinite condition was set on the floor in Fig 1. A
total of 1,197,000 cells for the gas region and 1,417,500 cells for the solid region were used. Ignition was
triggered by imposing fixed radiative heat flux of 45 kW/m2 for 75 s at 0.005 ≤ x ≤ 0.05 m.
Figure 2 shows the pyrolysis and flame heights, where the pyrolysis front is defined as 580 K at 0.5 mm
depth in the PMMA wall following a previous study [7]. The pyrolysis temperature must be specified for a
comparison of flame spreading with the experimental data. The flame height xf is estimated as xf = max(x
– xa) when Yfu  YO2 / s  0 , where max() indicates the maximum coordinate and s is the stoichiometric
oxygen-fuel mass ratio, Y is the density weighted average mass fraction and fu is the fuel. The present
predictions are close to the experimental data. The present xp is closer than that of a previous simulation,
whereas the previous xf is slightly better than that of the present simulation.
Figure 3 shows iso-surfaces of flame volume defined by criterion Ro = 1.0/(1 + s Yfu / YO2 ), where 0 ≤ Ro ≤
0.99, PL is the plume region, IF is the intermittent flame region, CF is the continuous flame region, LR is
the laminar region, L-T is the laminar-turbulent transition region and TR is the turbulent flame region. The
region’s definitions can be found in a previous study [7].
Figure 4 shows the total heat flux (a); total and individual heat flux components, and their fractions when
 is the convective heat flux, qrad
 is the
the pyrolysis height xp ≈ 0.1 (b), 0.5 (c) and 1.0 m (d), where qconv
 + qrad
 ), qre is the absolute value of re-radiative heat
 is the total heat flux (= qconv
radiative heat flux, qtot
 is the net heat flux (= qtot
 − qre ). The heat fluxes were averaged for 10 second started from
flux, and qnet
the respective times when pyrolysis occurred with the fixed mass flow rate to prevent further flame spread.

 is divided into two components, i.e., (i) radiative heat flux owing to combustion gas qrad,gas
and (ii)
qrad


that owing to soot qrad,soot
. qrad,gas
is obtained by a different simulation started with the same data but Csoot




 ; then qrad,soot
 − qrad,gas
= 0 is used to remove qrad,soot
from qrad
is given by qrad,soot
= qrad
. As can be seen

 / qtot
 is similar to the experimental data of Tsai [18]. When xp ≈ 0.1, qconv

from Fig. 4 (a), the predicted qtot
 / qtot
 is about 20%. These are quantitatively in line with the measurements of Singh and
is about 80%; qrad
Gollner [3]. According to a previous study [7], a laminar flame was seen at xwall < 0.18 m; therefore, the
 fall sharply with an increase in xwall close to the bottom
 and qconv
entire region is considered laminar. qtot
leading edge owing to relatively high gas temperature there; then a rate of decreasing slow down until
 and qnet
 start to decrease rapidly after xwall/xp ≈ 1.6. Evolution trends
 , qconv
xwall/xp ≈ 2, and afterwards qtot
 , qre and qnet

 , qconv
in the total and individual heat fluxes xp = 0.5–1.0 m are found to be similar; i.e., qtot
are reduced sharply near the bottom of the PMMA wall; the respective heat fluxes are relatively high the
in CF region, these decrease near from the border of the CF–IF regions. It can also be observed from Fig.

 . At xwall/xp ≈ 1.0
4 that qrad,soot
rises as pyrolysis proceeds (xp = 0.1→1.0 m), resulting in an increase in qrad
 / qtot
 / qtot
 / qtot
 / qtot
 ≈ 0.8, and qrad
 ≈ 0.2 when xp ≈ 0.1 m, qconv
 ≈ 0.6 and qrad
 ≈ 0.4 when xp ≈ 0.5
m, qconv
 / qtot
 / qtot
 ≈ 0.4 and qrad
 ≈ 0.6 when xp ≈ 1.0 m.
m, and qconv

Next, the wall fire scenario of Hebert et al. [16] was simulated; its dimensions in Fig. 1 are: H = 0.4 m, W
= 0.2 m, d = 0.03 m, xmax = 0.96 m, ymax = 0.25 m, zmax = 0.248 m, xa = 0.05 m and xb = 0.51 m. Grid
creation and ignition procedures were the same as the scenario of Liang et al.
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Figure 4 Total heat flux, individual heat fluxes, and fractions of individual components at xp = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 m.
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Figure 5 Soot volume fraction fv (left); heat fluxes and those components (right) for the medium wall fire scenario.

Figure 5 (left) shows that the predicted soot volume fraction fv is compared with the experiments along
with three different combustion and soot oxidation treatments, where ‘Soot: PaSR’ is a soot oxidation rate
is computed by Wang et al. model [11], ‘Soot EDC’ is Chen et al.’s model [8], ‘Comb: Finite reaction’ is
the combustion model based on a finite reaction rate proposed in this study and ‘Comb: infinitely fast’ is
the combustion model based on infinitely fast chemistry [7]. As shown in Fig. 5 (left), the numerical fv is

in reasonably good agreement with the experimental data, indicating that qrad,soot
is thought to be reliable
 and
 was close to the experiments; therefore, a total of qconv
in Fig. 5 (right). As confirmed in Fig. 4, qtot


 is agreed; however their fraction is still not clear. qrad
 is estimated as qrad
 = qrad,gas
+ qrad,soot
, where
qrad

qrad,gas
is obtained by the WSGGM which is widely used for combustion simulation. Therefore, assuming


 is postulated as correct. qtot
 is also
 is validated in Fig. 4; thus, qconv
a reasonable accuracy of qrad,gas
, qrad

assumed to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.

4

Conclusions
The present work has evaluated a role of respective components of convective and radiative heat transfer
fluxes owing to soot and a combustion gas depending on progression of fire spreading. The sound
predictions of individual components are of importance for computing flame spreading phenomena.
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